
Subtraction and Place Value in Year 2 

Before the start of year 2 the children should be able to… 

-fluently recite number bonds to and within 10  

-find 1 less than 1 and 2 digit numbers to 20 

-subtract digits from 1 and 2 digit numbers to 20 

-recite number bonds to and within 20 

-complete one step subtraction problems 

-complete missing number subtraction problems 
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Number line - This method uses place value to partition (split) the number into tens and ones.  

This method can be used for all subtraction number sentences. 

 

A digit is a single whole number (0 to 9). Each 

digit has a place value. Children are encouraged 

to use squared paper to ensure one digit goes in 

one box. 

The number 435 has 3 digits. 

The number 10 has 2 digits. 

 

 

Place value is an important part of subtraction. The value that a digit has is determined by its place. 

  
‘Loopy loop’ - This method uses place value. You link the tens and ones and then subtract the 

appropriate number. This method is familiar to children in year 2 and is a good starting point. 

 

When taking away tens, ask the 

children to look at the tens digit in 

the original number. You don’t need 

to count back ten; just take a ten 

away from the tens digit, changing it 

from 6 (65) to 5 (55). 

 

This method works when the ones digit is 

larger in the starting number. If the 

subtraction is: 

65 - 18  

The method will not work as you cannot 

subtraction 8 from 5. 



 Column Subtraction - This method uses place value to partition (split) the number into tens and ones.  

This method is taught after the previous methods are embedded and secure as exchanging can be 

quite tricky. 

        without exchanging                    with exchanging 

                           


